












category for drugs (The Drug Policy Alliance, 2018b, p. 2). He merged the Office for 

Drug Abuse Law Enforcement and the National Narcotics Intelligence into the Drug 

Enforcement Agency (DEA) in 1973 with Executive Order 11727 (Peters & Woolley, 

1973). John Ehrlichman, a Nixon aide, stated (The Drug Policy Alliance, 2018b, p. 2), 

You want to know what this was really all about. The Nixon campaign in 1968, 
and the Nixon White House after that, had two enemies: the antiwar left and black 
people. You understand what I'm saying. We knew we couldn't make it illegal to 
be either against the war or black, but by getting the public to associate the 
hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin, and then criminalizing both 
heavily, we could disrupt those communities. We could arrest their leaders, raid 
their homes, break up their meetings, and vilify them night after night on the 
evening news. Did we know we were lying about the drugs? Of course we did. 

According to Ehrlichman, the original purpose of the war was focused towards the social 

causes during the 1970s: racial tension and the Vietnam War. Our federal prison 

population during 1971 to 1975 increased by 133,234 inmates. Vietnam soldiers used 

marijuana and heroin while in Vietnam which escalated into an addiction issue in the 

United States once the war ended in 1975. It is estimated that 450,000 United States' 

soldiers tried or used heroin during Vietnam. Yet, the policies implemented during this 

time frame focused on cocaine, not heroin. The federal prison population also had more 

African Americans than any other race. Presidents after Nixon continued to intensify the 

war by increasing incarceration rates, creating educational programs and initiatives such 

as DARE and Zero Tolerance, militarizing law enforcement, and increasing border patrol 

(The Drug Policy Alliance, 2018b, p. 2-3 ). 

The increased harshness of drug policies was arguably created as an attempt to 

<lelt:r crime arn.1 punish those who committed drug related offenses. However, the United 

States has seen more and more incarceration because of these policies instead of 
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deterrence. By punishing drug usage, these policies have overlooked addiction. Addiction 

treatment and rehabilitation as a countermovement to the War on Drugs has varied 

overtime by state, type of drug, president, and the user. 

Political Agendas 

Following President Nixon's term in office, President Carter took a different 

approach to the war on drugs. In 1977, President Carter stated (Peters and Woolley, 

1977): 

No government can completely protect its citizens fro� all harm not by 
legislation, or by regulation, or by medicine, or by advice. Drugs cannot be forced 
out of existence; they will be with us for as long as people find in them the relief 
or satisfaction they desire. But the harm caused by drug abuse can be reduced. We 
cannot talk in absolutes--that drug abuse will cease, that no more illegal drugs will 
cross our borders--because if we are honest with ourselves we know that is 
beyond our power. But we can bring together the resources of the Federal 
Government intelligently to protect our society and help those who suffer. 

President Carter knew that there was no way to eliminate drugs from society, so he 

focused on international agreements with other countries where drugs were being 

imported and addiction resources available to addicts. The federal prison population did 

not see a significant decrease in the net change until democratic President Carter's term. 

While President Carter was in office, there was a 8,335 net decrease. This was the largest 

net decrease since the war on drugs was declared. There were no international wars that 

the United States of America were involved in during his presidency which allowed him to 

allocate more time for the drug war (Peters and Woolley, 1977). 

Republican President Reagan took a very different approach than President 

Carter. President Reagan increased the federal prison population between 1979 to 1988 

by 30,198 federal inmates. President Reagan implemented harsh legislation like the 1986 
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Dug Abuse Act (The Drug Policy, 2018b). First Lady Nancy Reagan began the "Just 

Say No" campaign which, statistically, had no significant effect in reducing drug usage 

(The Drug Policy, 2018b). President Reagan's policy and the media focused on inner 

city African American communities and ignored the rampant use of cocaine among 

whites, including the cocaine use by his daughter (Davis, 1992). President Reagan's 

foreign policy also funded the Contras in Nicaragua who imported cocaine into Los 

Angeles and other prominent cities which gave him a group of people to punish- 

minorities (The Drug Policy, 2018b). 

Republican President George H. W. Bush continued Reagan's harsh policies with 

the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 (Peters & Woolley, 1989). The federal prison 

population under the Bush administration increased from 1988 to 1992 by 29,165 

inmates. During his presidency, Bush's focus was divided between the Invasion of 

Panama, the Persian Gulf War, and the war on drugs. It was during the Bush 

administration that federal and state drug courts were created. The first drug court was 

established in Florida in 1989 with Oregon, Arizona, and Nevada in the following years 

(Peters & Woolley, 1989).

Drug courts at the federal and state level flourished during democratic President 

Clinton. Twenty-five states added drugs courts to their criminal justice system during the 

eight year presidency of Clinton. He implemented the Safety Valve Provision which was 

considered a lenient policy. The provision allowed the courts to sentence qualifying 

offenders to less than the mandatory minimum sentence (United States Sentencing 

Commission, 2002). Nonetheless, during his presidency, the federal inmate population 

increased from 1992 to 2000 by 65,446 inmates. President Clinton had a series of tough 

on crime initiatives such his 1994 $30 billion crime bill that created new federal capital 

crimes, life sentences for some three-time offenders, and mandatory 
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minimums for cocaine posession. President Clinton's crime bill affected the federal 

prison population heavily. 

Republican President George W. Bush continued the harsh policies during the war 

on drugs, especially those involving cocaine. President Bush's address to the nation in 

1989 focused primarily on cocaine (Peters & Woolley, 1989). He ended his opening 

paragraph of his speech by stating that cocaine was the most serious of our nation's 

problems. He thanked the media for their coverage of inner cities that were ravaged with 

drug usage, which were primarily minority communities. He continued his speech to 

discuss drug dealers in previous years who were caught and not prosecuted, emphasizing 

that the rules have changed under his administration. Bush stated, "If you sell drugs, you 

will be caught. And when you're caught, you will be prosecuted. And once you're 

convicted, you will do time. Caught -prosecuted -- punished" (Peters & Woolley, 1989). 

President Bush proposed the death penalty for drug kingpins. During his presidency, the 

federal inmate population increased from 2000 to 2008 by 56,543 inmates. President 

Bush also began the United States' involvement in the Middle East. He believed that the 

war on drugs aided in the war on terror because his administration linked Al-Qaida in 

Afghanistan to drug trafficking in the United States (Peters & Woolley, 1989). 

Following the Bush Administration, President Obama enacted the Fair Sentencing 

Act in 2010 which was considered lenient. During his presidency, the federal prisons saw 

a decrease in net change which was not seen since President Carter in 1978 and 1979. 

During his presidency, marijuana was decriminalized in certain states, the 100-to-1 ratio 

of crack to powder cocaine was reduced, and he fought hard to reduce mandatory 

minimum sentences (The Drug Policy, 2018b). President Obama focused on drug 
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use and addiction as a health concern, not a criminal justice issue. He made criminal 

justice reform one of his top priorities. President Obama shared the same viewpoint as 

President Carter in that drug abuse will never cease to exist, but it can be reduced. The 

federal inmate population from 2008 to 2016 decreased by 9,498 inmates. 

Republican Donald Trump took office in 2016 and aimed to "make America great 

again," a slogan originally coined by President Reagan. President Trump does not 

support the decriminalization of marijuana and he has increased border patrol and has 

pledged to escalate the war on drugs (The Drug Policy, 2018b). He has presented a tough 

on crime persona as President Clinton did. President Trump has primarily focused on 

opioid and marijuana so far. Since he has taken office, the federal prison population from 

2016 to 2017 has decreased by 6,553 inmates. The effects of President Trump's initiative 

to escalate the war on drugs are yet to be seen in the federal prison population. 

Addiction and the Harrison Act of 1914 

As addictive drugs began to grow in the United States, the federal government 

created laws and acts to control and regulate these drugs, but not to prohibit them. 

Addiction to cocaine occurs with repeated use of the drug. According to the National 

Institute of Drug Abuse (2018), repeated use can cause changes in the brain's reward 

circuit by increasing the amount of dopamine in the brain causing the brain to become 

less sensitive to it. In tum, cocaine users feel the need to use more cocaine to produce 

additional dopamine in the brain because it does not naturally produce the same amount 

of dopamine as it once did. 
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Cocaine and Federal Sentencing Policy (2002), Congress believed that crack cocaine was 

far more dangerous than powder cocaine (United States Sentencing Commission). During 

the 1980s, the "cocaine epidemic" and war on drugs were occurring which heightened 

Congress' urge to punish cocaine offenses harsher than other illegal substances. The 

objective of the 1986 Act was to target severe cocaine traffickers; however, two-thirds of 

federal crack cocaine offenders were street level dealers (United States Sentencing 

Commission, 2002). Only 5.9% of federal cocaine offenders were traffickers (United 

States Sentencing Commission, 2000). Congress' urge to pass such legislation without 

proper consideration provides evidence for Ehrlichman's quote that the war was not 

about drugs itself, but specific groups of drug users that were not accepted in society. 

Although the biggest portion of the sentencing disparity is traced back to the 

100-to- l ratio, other factors such as drug quantity and offender function have contributed

to the disproportion. The 1986 Act formed mandatory minimum penalties for cocaine 

offenses. For a first-time trafficking offense, five grams or more of crack cocaine or 500 

grams or more of powder cocaine resulted in a minimum five-year mandatory sentence 

(United States Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 6). Fifty grams or more of crack cocaine 

or 5,000 grams or more of powder cocaine resulted in a minimum ten-year mandatory 

sentence (United States Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 6). Based on this quantity

based penalty, the average sentence length for crack cocaine offenses was 118 months 

compared to 74 months for powder cocaine offenses in 2000 (United States Sentencing 

Commission, 2002, p. 7). 
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Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 3 7). The origins of crack and powder cocaine 

contribute to the offender function. For example, powder cocaine is imported into the 

United States. Couriers and mules are needed to smuggle powder cocaine across the 

United States' borders. Crack cocaine is created from powder cocaine which can be 

completed in the United States. Crack cocaine does not need to be imported, although it 

is in some cases. Crack cocaine offenders do not act as couriers or mules to the same 

extent as powder cocaine offenders do. 

A provision to the 1995 Act, known as the Safety Valve Provision, allowed the 

courts to sentence qualifying offenders to less than the mandatory minimum sentence 

(United States Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 60). This provision affected the number 

of powder cocaine offenders because they were more likely to qualify for the Safety 

Valve Provision than crack cocaine offenders were. Statistics show that in 2000, 37.3% 

of powder cocaine offenders received the provision compared to 15 .4 % of crack cocaine 

offenders (United States Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 60). Crack cocaine offenders 

are more likely than powder cocaine offenders to have a criminal history which is one of 

the areas that affects the use of the Safety Valve Provision. 

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 created a mandatory minimum sentence for 

simple possession of crack cocaine, but not powder cocaine or any other controlled 

substance (United States Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 11 ). This federal act became 

the first of its nature to create a mandatory minimum penalty for first time offenders of 

simple possession of a controlled substance (United States Sentencing Commission, 

2002, p. 11 ). The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 furthered the disparity in crack cocaine 
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On the other hand, Hispanics/Latinos account for the majority of powder cocaine 

offenders. There were 39.8% Hispanic offenders in 1992 in federal prison. The number 

increased to 50.8% in 2000 (United States Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 62). As of 

2009, 55% of arrests for powder cocaine were Hispanic (Motivans, 2011, p. 3). The arrest 

rate for Hispanics increased in 2014 to 57% (Motivans, 2017, p. 10). Fifty-four percent of 

inmates serving prison time for powder cocaine were Hispanic (Taxy, Samuels, & 

Adams, 2015, p. 2). Hispanics make up a larger portion of powder cocaine offenders than 

crack cocaine because they tend to be the couriers or mules bringing the drug over from 

Mexico. 

Powder cocaine dealers are generally Caucasian. Caucasians made up 32.3% of 

powder cocaine offenders in 1992 and decreased to 17.8% by 2000 (United States 

Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 62). Caucasians accounted for 12.6% of powder 

cocaine offenders and 4.2% of crack cocaine offenders (Taxy, Samuels, & Adams, 2015, 

p. 3). As of 2009, Caucasians accounted for 31 % of arrests by the Drug Enforcement 

Agency (Motivans, 2017, p. 10). Powder cocaine is more expensive than crack cocaine 

which makes more affordable to middle class citizens which are predominantly 

Caucasian. The middle class or working class Caucasians typically deal powder cocaine 

behind closed doors making it less recognizable to law enforcement when compared to 

crack cocaine which is cheaper and more available in inner cities and on the streets. 

Cocaine offenders are predominately male and middle aged (Taxy, Samuels, & 

Adams, 2015, p. 3). As of 2009, three in ten males in the United States were arrested for 

powder cocaine (Motivans, 2011, p. 3). Nearly all crack cocaine offenders (93.4%) in 
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2000 were United States' citizens. Powder cocaine offenders that were not United States' 

citizens comprised 36.1 % of offenders (United States Sentencing Commission, 2002, p. 

62). 

Effects of the War on Drugs on Prison Growth 

According to the Federal Bureau of Prisons, the federal inmate population 

increased from 1984 to 1986 by 10,260 inmates. The federal inmate population increased 

between 1998 and 2012 by 84% (Figure I). The drug offender population increased again 

by 63% during this fourteen-year period. In 2005, 2009 and 2014, cocaine was the most 

common drug involved in Drug Enforcement Administration arrests at the federal level 

(Motivans, 2011, p. 2). 

Figure 1 
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Crack cocaine offenders, on average, had the longest and median federal prison 

sentence length in 2012 (Taxy, Samuels, & Adams, 2015, p. 6). Sixty-two percent of 

these offenders were sentenced to more than ten years. The average sentence length was 
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specialized docket programs that target people who are dependent on alcohol or drugs. 

The first drug court was created in 1989 in Florida. As of 2015, there were over 3,000 

drug courts in the United States (National Institute of Justice, 2017). Drug court models 

vary from state to state, but they typically include a team of trained individuals who help 

addicts by monitoring and supervising them, helping them enroll in rehabilitation 

programs, provide incentives, and assess the risks, needs, and responsive of those in drug 

courts (National Institute of Justice, 2017). 

Treatment for stimulant disorders, such as those caused by cocaine, are under

researched. Behavioral therapies and self-help groups have been proven to be effective in 

battling cocaine addiction (The Drug Alliance Policy, 2018, p. 3). Outpatient treatments 

are the most often recommended form of rehabilitation for cocaine addicts (p. 3). The 

intensity of the treatment is developed on a case by case basis and could include one to 

two sessions per week or numerous times per week (p. 3). Residential treatment therapies 

are not often recommended for cocaine dependents unless they have mental health issues 

or multiple drug dependencies (p. 3). Established treatment and therapy approaches 

include cognitive-behavioral therapy, contingency management, harm reduction 

psychotherapy, and the matrix model (The Drug Alliance Policy, 2018, p. 3). 

In 1991, the Bureau of Prisons had eight operational substance abuse programs 

for inmates (Pelissier et al.). Twenty-two programs were approved for usage in 1992. By 

1998, there were 42 residential programs to assist inmates with mental health issues or 

multiple drug dependencies (Pelissier et al.). The residential programs were unit based. 

Participants lived separate from the general inmate population with a capacity of 100 
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Section 3. Research Methodology 

To address these research questions, a federal level analysis of cocaine policies 

that stemmed from the war on drugs was conducted for this thesis. Publicly available 

secondary data regarding federal prison populations and cocaine policies in the United 

States for the years 1970-2017 were compiled and analyzed using SPSS. Each year 

(1970-2017) represented a case. The data included independent and dependent variables, 

measured at the aggregate federal level. The independent variables, for example, 

consisted of federal policy components such as the year the pol�cy was implemented, 

number of drug courts, and if the policy punished crack cocaine and powder cocaine 

harshly or leniently. The number of drug users in the United States during the study 

timeframe, as well as the racial composition of the prisons and polictical party leadership 

were also included as independent variables. Dependent variables included the number of 

federal inmates per year, the rate of incarceration per I 00,000 population, net change in 

federal inmate population, and the change in rate of the federal inmate population. Some 

of these variables were only available in five year increments making the data relatively 

useless for analysis. 

The first portion of the SPSS file contained population data on the United States, 

federal prison inmates, the rate of imprisonment per 100,000 population, and the net 

change in federal prison inmates for the years of study ( 1970-2017). The first portion also 

contained five year totals of the federal inmate population and the federal drug inmate 

population. The second portion of data contained information on the federal political 

agenda. The researcher logged every president, their political party, election years, and 
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was comprised of the rate of federal imprisonment per 100,000 and political affiliation of 

the president for the years of study. Over the past 47 years, there have been 13 elections. 

From those elections, the United States has witnessed 28 years of Republican presidents 

and 20 years of Democratic presidents. The researcher expected to find a significance 

between the rate of federal imprisonment and Republican affiliation because Republicans 

have been in office eight years more than Democratic presidents and produced harsher 

drug policies; however, the results showed a significance of 0.027 in the rate of 

imprisonment with the average federal imprisonment rate higher during years with 

Democratic presidents. Based on the results, the researcher must reject the null 

hypothesis of no difference, but the result was not in the expected direction (See Table 

1). 

Furthermore, there was no significance in the five-year rate of sentenced drug 

offenders and political affiliation of the president, in addition to, no significance in the 

political party affiliation of the president and the net change in rate of incarceration. 

Despite this, there were interesting patterns in the net change in number and rate of 

federal imprisonment. Prison population numbers and rates increased over time 

regardless of which political party was in office. During years with Republican 

presidents, the net change was greater in both number and rate than during years with 

Democratic presidents in office. In other words, both political parties saw increases in 

rates of federal imprisonment over time, but the increases were greater during 

Republican years. 

The next analysis consisted of a crosstabulation which was conducted using the 

policy direction and the political party affiliation of the president. The results of the 

crosstabulation tell a different story than the results of the independent t-tests reported 
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offenders. The results are significant. They do support a relationship between increased 

drug offenders and harsher policies. 

A correlation between multiple variables such as the actual number of drug courts 

added, actual number of federal inmates, net change of federal inmates, rate of federal 

imprisonment per 100,000 population, and the net change in rate of incarceration was 

conducted. The results showed an increase in the net change of federal inmates and the 

net change in rate of incarceration correlated with an increase in added drug courts. As 

the rates and net change stabilized or decreased, the number of drugs courts added did the 

same. There is no correlation between the actual number of federal inmates, the net 

change of federal inmates, and added drug courts. Additional correlations could not be 

examined due to missing data (See Table 3). 

Tests for statistical significance were also conducted involving the drug offender 

population, total federal inmate population, rate of imprisonment, and years of war. All 

independent t-test conducted were not significant. The federal prison population 

consisted of 40% drug offenders during years of no war and 4 7% drug off enders during 

years of war. Incarceration did increase during years with no war. 

Section 5. Discussion 

This thesis intended to discuss cocaine policies that have been created throughout 

the War on Drugs and how they impacted the federal prison, specifically the drug 

offender population. The research presented throughout the background and literautre 

review support the hypothesis of policy changes overtime increased the federal prison 
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sources such as the Bureau of Prisons and Bureau of Justice Statistics do not offer data 

regarding only federal prison inmates for the study timeframe. The data offered is 

comprised of state and federal inmates or local, state, and federal inmates. The only data 

found containing solely federal inmate statistics were from 2014 to 2017. As a result, data 

that was anticipated to be gathered was unobtainable. 

The combined data for federal and state inmates distinctively showed that cocaine 

offenders were majority Black/African American followed by Hispanic/Latino. Facts 

were uncovered in the background and literature review that supported systematic racism 

in our criminal justice and political system which contributed to the disproportionate 

cocaine sentences. These facts also supported systematic racism in America beginning 

with the laws directed at Chinese laborers in the 1870s. Enrichlman 's bold statement that 

the war on drugs was declared to control a specific group of people can be supported in 

the background and literature review; however, tests for statistical significance could not 

be conducted in SPSS to support his statement due to the lack of unavailable data 

regarding race of federal prison inmates. 

Additionally, there is an absence of data regarding substance abuse treatment 

among federal inmates. There is no publicly available document that reflects the 

percentage or rate of federal inmates receiving drug treatment while incarcerated. Various 

statistics can be found by simply searching the topic; however, a complete data set cannot 

be found for the years of study ( 1970-2017). This affected the results of the research 

because the researcher was unable to conduct conclusive tests involving policy 

components such as drug courts and treatment. Although the tests for statistical 
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significance did show a relationship between added drug courts, net change of federal 

inmates and the net change in rate of incarceration, questions remain unanswered on who 

is actually receiving this treatment and if it is beneficial to prisoners. 

The Unwanted Truth 

From the begnning of our nation's history, one cannot refute the unequal 

treatment of minorities in our nation. These unequal treatments seeped into our criminal 

justice system and politics. Although no one wants to admit that the war on drugs was 

created to control a specific group of people, it was discovered within this research to be 

true. The reseach has shown numerous facts of these injustices within the policies that 

have governed our criminal justice system. Before the war on drugs began, the few laws 

that governed drugs were aimed at Chinese and Hispanic immigrants or at African 

Americans. It is impossible to empirically prove systematic racism, but that is what has 

occurred based on the research conducted for this thesis. The United States of America, 

its criminal justice system, and its history of political leadership cannot deny the fact that 

minorities in society are more likely to be arrested, convicted, and sentenced with 

unjustly harsher, longer sentences in the time frame studied. 

Political leaders and many criminal justice reformers have seen these injustices 

and have tried to bring light to them in numerous ways in different eras of the criminal 

justice system. During the Reform Era (1900-1970s) in the criminal justice system, the 

use of discriminatory practices towards minorities was prevalent. During this time, racial 

tensions were at their highest. African Americans, Hispanics, and immigrants were 

abused and mistreated by police. Rights that were given to Caucasians meant nothing to 
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police when applied to those of color. This created a huge distrust of the police from the 

community and strained police community relationships. As soon as the Reform Era 

ended, the war on drugs began with policies targeting those of color. The facts presented 

above regarding race show the number of African Americans and Hispanics compared to 

Caucasians that were imprisoned for drug offenses in general and for cocaine offenses at 

the start of l 970 until 2017. 

The Community Policing Era (1970s-present) has addressed a few of the 

governing policies and guidelines for drug offenders, but drug offenders still make up the 

majority of federal prisons. Cocaine offenders are sentenced to the most time and are 

majority African American. Although there have been more lenient policies during the 

war on drugs, the harsh policies have been so severe that they drastically created an 

increase in the federal prison population as shown in the SPSS data file. President 

Clinton's policies threw a wrench in the data because he created both a lenient and harsh 

policy. The results of the independent t-test showing the significance of the rate of federal 

imprisonment per 100,000 and democrat political affiliation of the president were 

unexpected and can be linked back to Clinton's harsh crime bill. The effects of President 

Clinton's unforgiving crime bill are still seen today. The policies mandated longer 

sentences so even as more or less people were sentenced to federal prison, few were 

getting out. This is one of the main reasons for mass incarceration. Nonetheless, the 

results of such policies typically are not seen for a couple years after they are 

implemented. For example, President Obama created a lenient policy, but the decrease in 
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Researchers are discovering that lengthy mandatory sentences are not deterring drug 

related offenses (p. 12). According to the Sentencing Project, at least thirty states have 

adjusted their policies and have successfully reduced the number of drug offenders in 

their state prisons (Porter, 2016). Despite these changes at the state level, the prison 

population remains the largest in the world and houses more drug offenders than any 

other country. 

Future research can be conducted on the war on drugs, cocaine policies, and 

federal prison inmates once more data is gathered over the next few years. The research 

could include recidivism of federal drug inmates, their sentences, offender function, and 

the effect of drug treatment in prison. Empirically, there is no way to assess many of the 

underlying issues of the war on drugs and policies because there is none or not enough 

data available. As of 2014, the Bureau of Justice began separating federal inmate data 

from state and local inmate data makes it easier for researchers solely interested in federal 

prison information to conduct research. Nonetheless, the Bureau of Justice will need to 

continue its practice of separating federal statistics in order for longitudinal studies to be 

conducted. More research on the war on drugs, cocaine policies, and their effect on 

federal prisons would be beneficial. Other considerations could include the lag effect 

between implementation of an Act (harsh or lenient) and what that means for people 

already incarcerated in addition to the lag effect between court use of a new Act and/or 

prosecutors who may skirt the law and apply other charges versus ones that align with an 

overly harsh act 

Conclusion 

In summation, the War on Drugs has had a history of ups and downs. The policies 

controlling drug offenders switching between lenient and harsh will continue the pattern 

of disproportionate sentences that has been seen in the study timeframe. The unwanted 

truth of the war on drugs controlling a certain group of people rather than deterring drug 
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